Under-dog Terence Hallinan, famed civil rights activist attorney and anti-war activist pulled it all out in the final two weeks of campaign after polls had shown that he would not make the December 11th runoff, yet, Hallinan who led the ballotting most of the evening never below second and held onto a narrow lead over feminist Kay Patchner, and that coalition will, most experts believe, carry him into the final victory on December 11th. Former Air Force Sgt. Leonard Matlovich, the only gay to ever make the front page of Time Magazine for his fight against the Air Force to enable him to remain in, and who was a candidate in the election also, has now came over to endorse Terence Hallinan and will work at his side during the run-off campaign. Matlovich told the media that, “Hallinan is undoubtably the best qualified person for the job.” He also stated that he and Hallinan had spent a great deal of time in the race for Supervisor District 5, and that during that time he got to know Hallinan far better than any of the so-called “expert” gay political writers in other publications that had been attacking Hallinan as “anti-gay” in a sick smear job done by the Britt supporters, and that he knows that, “Terence Hallinan is NOT anti-gay and I resent people attacking him on that ground.” There is great unhappiness by homosexuals in District 5 and the city with Britt’s continual harping that District 5 is a “gay” seat, which is denounced by all thinking persons, for that would be the same as saying that District 6 (Carol Ruth Silver’s seat) should be a latino-chicano seat, for they are the most visible people in District 6, and likewise in District 3 where Asian people are the most visible people yet an Italian, Molinari holds the spot as one said, “Should Molinari and Silver give up their seats because they are not Chinese or latinos?” “The gay-seat trip of Britt is just his attempt to stay out of the unemployment line again.” Most of the 11% gay votes that Hallinan received in District 5 were a backlash against the Britt gay-seat theory as well as the fact that Britt has been most ineffectual as a Supervisor. As one District 5 resident, a gay man said, “How long can he ride on the coffin of Harvey Milk? It’s time he did something on his own without continually referring back to good ole Harvey!” “He is a disgrace when in comparison to Harvey!” Milk had requested Hallinan to be his co-campaign chair for his re-election to which Terence had agreed as he and Harvey were good friends and their political philosophy was much closer than Britts and Milks. It is hoped that gays in the city and District 5 in particular will reject the “heterophobia” of Britt and company and send them back to private employment where they belong.
Sunday November 25th. Members are urged to attend, as otherwise, use the membership blank on page 6. Or if you show up. If you are not a member of BCDC and want to

Supervisor Kopp has made another of his "promises" to BARBARY COAST DEMOCRATIC CLUB MEETING on Gonzales, our Friend

22 Boardman Place

JOSEPH MANZELLA

or has had a falling out with some, even Mayor Feinstein's woman who has the backing of Mayor of San Francisco. But, the insiders believe that the man who helped her be named Mayor is changing tactics in his

The Stonewall Democratic Club meets the 2nd Sunday of each month. Call 495-7182 for time and place. Also the meeting on November 15th will be the

Supervisor Robert Gonzales is the man who wrote and introduced the legislation in 1975 which made discrimination against gays in housing, employment, etc. as well as all inclusive NLG, acquiring the one of the current voters that the she sold out in 1976 and got paid in 1977.

Gonzales's measure was introduced late by the late Supervisor Barney Hill, so the measurevacuam a tribute to Hill. Gonzales is one member of the Board of Supervisors who is against discrimination.

For as many Supervisors above "visible minority" status are in opposition, so are the "invisible minorities." There is no need for a long debate on the issue as we are all aware of the issues.

and a real San Franciscan, and Supervisor, District 7. The Club also voted "no endorsement" in District 11.

Mayor of San Francisco. Lee Dolson is the man who helped her become Mayor of San Francisco. Brown used the

The Stonewall Gay Democratic Club of SF rejected the
districts along the eastern anchor, south of Market, downtown, Bayview and Hunters Point. 6 YEARS for a double slaying.

Radical right winch has a strong track record in District 7. Gonzales will jump up and grab the voice on the current Board of Supervision.

Incumbent Supervisor Robert Gonzales is the man who

The Club also voted "no endorsement" in District 11.

Northern C tspaese US. Some two hundred CWPers, were unaware of the set-up by the CWP knowing full well that it would provoke the klan and the Gestapo.

One known gay communist told the Crusader

The CWP who believe themselves to be the only communists in the world, were the one's who organized the march and rally directed at the faithful, KKK (Elks Khaki kids) in San Francisco. Many people who were shocked that a white middle class assassin can receive ONLY 6 years but a poor girl could get 25 years for a double shotgun slaying of a couple in Hunters Point.
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Elections come and go. Few leave us with any real surprises. This past one did, for real, and the runoffs in December promises to be as surprising. Mayor Alioto’s endorsement of Super surprise to all. Mayor Alioto was a fine mayor, a bit of the old time politico in him, and he surely determine the destiny of our city forever. In the next issue, our endorsements will be made in the next issue we shall let believe that she still is. In the next issue we shall let you know if she is still our fair lady or not. She sick “Camelot” crowd wants to bring us a “swim butcher” Robert McNamara. And now that old “Camelot” king wants to bring us in to register voters. The plan originally called for wooden bridges, especially with a Teddy boy at the wheel, I’ll stick with peanuts for safe, at least they don’t cause cancer. Richard Nixon by the way, is looking more and more the statesman that he truly was. History is bearing this out, right T.M.E. 

The novelist Paul said, “Follow me as I follow Him...” I wonder if our example today would lend its self to the local gay bar? In our community today, there is a crying need for love and understanding. The love of many individuals and as many do not know how to reach out to Him. It is so easy, for He is just a prayer away. We must all been a new language from his lips, exchanged for old “mantras” of the old time realpolitik.

You might find someone to love! Phone 776-7460 for info.

POST STREET GYM

9AM - 9PM - MON - FRI
10AM - 6PM - SAT - SUN

SPECIAL BUDDY PRICE: $200 FOR TWO (2)
1-YEAR MEMBERSHIPS

4044 POST

phone 776-7460 for info
November 14, 1979

GAY U.S.O. TIME AGAIN

ON SALE NOW
GAY U.S.O. SHOW GEARING UP FOR ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SHOW AT THE VETERANS ROYAL HALL IN F.T. MILLEY U.S. VETERANS HOSPITAL...JOE KIM, CHAIR AND URSAL ALL TO TURN OUT FOR DECEMBER 9TH AUCTION TO RAISE FUNDS FOR GIFTS FOR SHOPS...JOE, who is an ex-soldier, will be on hand...Jeanne Rojas will be in charge of the gifts. Send your $12 for your full year 1980 membership...Send to: Barbary Coast Democratic Club, A Candidate who will WORK - A Candidate Who Will LISTEN...It is time to unite now, and Bob and I will work together to VOTE December 11 WORK to get Our money's worth LISTEN to your ideas WORK to restore quality to our city LISTEN to your needs Keep him working for you!

Where have ALL the FAG RAGS GONE?

Send your $12 for your full year 1980 membership today in San Francisco. The evils, the good things, which confront those who try to serve the community in general.

CRUISE NEWS & WORLD REPORT GAZETTE....GAZETTE....GAZETTE....PEOPLE'S GAY SUNSHINE....SAN FRANCISCO GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES....GAY TIMES...People's Gay Sunshine...San Francisco Gay Times...is still going this very year. The only holdover from the first year's show (to date) is the fabulous Jose Sarria, who is fabulous and the Veteran's Day Parade as well. Like lots of things, that show was put on top, so the supreme Kimo put together such a show that it still has them talking out. The theme last year was "Christmas in Hawaii", and this year will be "Hawaii Don't Come" with a world War II nostalgia. Nostalgia is all. Your help is needed in many ways. Contact Kimo for the auction. Contact Ray for the show.

SAN FRANCISCO CANDIDATE

San Francisco, California 9410

Enola Maxwell

The BAR has a unique place in the history of the homosexual publication field, as it was the first large publication to be published in San Francisco.

San Francisco: Twelve arrested in Castro Halloween fracas

Two were knocked in the punks, one being the window dresser at Bath House, who was murdered. The other, presumably maimed by punks and twelve were arrested on Halloween night in the Castro. The gay community felt that the gay bar and restaurant scene and the Castro's very existence was threatened.

San Francisco: Old friend passes away

Sadye Sirbu passed away. Sadye was a 50-year-old gay who says that he is a transsexual is survived by her sister Rosslyn Sirbu. Both had lived in the Tenderloin for several years.

San Francisco: New friend passes away

Sadie Srub passed away. Sadie was a longtime fixture at the Castro. Sadie's death was deeply lamented by all gays who knew her. She is survived by her sister Roslyn Adler who attended the luncheons with her sister.

San Francisco: Hottest Cruise Disco!

San Francisco's Hottest Cruise Disco!

2140 Market St.
San Francisco 626-2543

San Francisco Crusader

News Close Ups

San Francisco: Youth gang attacks gay teen...a 17-year-old gay teen was attacked by four youths in a white van whom he said lived on Courtyard Avenue in Retta Heights. Tony Campos claimed he was beaten, teeth broken, and members of what he called "The Lords"Hayward. Two men found slain...Richard Avant, 21, and Joseph Hines, 31, were killed in the Castro in an apparent case of a hate crime. The victims were shot in their car in the Castro early morning hours and left near City College to bleed by four youths in a white van whom he said lived on Courtyard Avenue in Retta Heights.

San Francisco: CANDIDATE

San Francisco: New friend passes away

San Francisco: New friend passes away
MICHAEL GREER PRESENTS

"GIGGLES GALORE"...continued from page 7

...as a prototype housekeeper, David DeLange
plays the role of a lascivious character,OUlly the
most interesting of the show's cast. The
characters are seen as prototypes,
playing the roles of slices of life,
which is not a problem for the
audience. The main problem is
that the play lacks a strong
character in the person of
David DeLange, who
plays the role of a
lascivious housekeeper.

Tickets are on sale at all
major agencies or by calling
861-4008.

MICHAEL GREER STREET DREAMS
ONE WEEK ONLY
NOV 26 - DEC 2
Chez Jacques
717 7TH ST
san francisco 94107 Cal. 888-988-5544

TICKETS AT ALL MAJOR AGENCIES

7TH ANNUAL GAY U.D.O.
SHOW FOR HOSPITALITY VETERANS AT THE F.M.L.Y. HOSPITAL NEEDS YOUR HELP

If you can sing, play an instru-
ment (mimic of listener's
entertain (jokes, etc.),
dance, or what have you, for
FREE Uncle Sammy needs YOU!

If truly, you if you can enjoy,
the atmosphere, let us know.
At 885-1051 or 821-1222 Ext.
2 for reservations.

GIGGLES GALORE
sentiments that the author,
who is the haughtiest nobleman imaginable who openly
admits to being a failure at
first, is first rate, the set (Ralph Funke
and his wife) is constantly eye-
catching and bring the house down
during a fantastic performance.

"T-Shirts" is more than a
giggle, a play that offers
something exceedingly unpleasant, but
which is not a problem for the
audience. The main problem is
that the play lacks a strong
character in the person of
David DeLange, who
plays the role of a
devastatingly funny housekeeper.

Tickets are on sale at all
major agencies or by calling
861-4008.

MICHAEL GREER PRESENTS

"GIGGLES GALORE"...continued from page 7

...as a prototype housekeeper, David DeLange
plays the role of a lascivious character,OUlly the
most interesting of the show's cast. The
characters are seen as prototypes,
playing the roles of slices of life,
which is not a problem for the
audience. The main problem is
that the play lacks a strong
character in the person of
David DeLange, who
plays the role of a
lascivious housekeeper.

Tickets are on sale at all
major agencies or by calling
861-4008.
**THE RUSSIAN CHURCH IS RULED BY ATHEISTS**

The Russian Church, centered in Moscow, is one of the few major religions in Russia. It is a state-recognized religion and has close ties with the Russian government. Despite this, the Church is facing challenges, particularly with the rise of atheism and secularism in the country.

**LIFE OF BRIAN... SICK**

Monty Python film appeals to those who are sick of "5 A.M. of Christ. Turn by turn, the natural appeal towards homosex-ual attraction. As a case in point, the film's depiction of the Church as a corrupt organization, with its members using Church funds for personal gains and its leaders entertaining themselves with power and privileges, is a stark contrast to the reality of the Church in Russia.

**EX-COMMUNICATION...**

A strong "retrospective" young man makes friends with a gay who knows the meaning of love. The Church's attempt to "purge" them from its ranks is a clear example of the Church's struggle to maintain control over its members, particularly those who are perceived to be deviant or not conforming to its ideals.

**PUBLIC SERVICE RATING**

For information Leading To The Exact whereabouts Of Scott Watson

**AUCTION to the RAISE FUNDS for Tendernod SeniorCitizens 10th Annual Thanksgiving Dinner 673-5195**

**WANTED FOR MURDER**

SCOTT WATSON, WHITE, MALE, 23 YEARS OLD. TALL, 6'2" 195 Lbs. LONGER HAIR THAN IN THE ABOVE PICTURE COULD BE CRUISELATE. WANTED FOR THE 1974 HOMICIDE. Call the Police Department at (415) 885-1001. WATSON IS ALSO A SUSPECT IN THE MURDER IN WASHINGTON. ANY INFORMATION CONTACT DETECTIVE STEWART at the San Francisco Police Department at (415) 885-1001. WATSON IS BELIEVED TO BE IN SAN FRANCISCO. CO NOW, WAS SEEN IN LOS ANGELES RECENTLY.
THE SPARTAN
150 MASON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO'S LARGEST
ALL-MALE CINEMA and LOUNGE
LIVE SHOWS AT 1:00-4:00-7:00 & 10:00
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOW TIMES
421-5257
PRESENTS

"LEFT HANDED"
in Color

ALSO

ADULTS ONLY
OPEN 10 TO 2am
"The film by Jack Deveau is the finest work he has done to date. It puts male erotica in the big leagues of cinema, which is a pleasant surprise. The film has a tremendous plot in that it tells the story of how to use it. Larry Paige is sex personified and the one bedroom scene as well as the zonker... John Carolo, a new discovery of Jack Deveau's, will make you want to do what I'm going to do, go back and see "Fire Island Fever" at least twice and maybe more. Pepe Brazil is hot and hoot, the party of the party, the hot man and such a beautiful man as well. Does seem that the old Red Star Saloon. The Padre of the church is none other than a former hockey star from O'Fallon Missouri in the November issue of the LION'S PUB / Sacramento Street, between Mason and Powell call 781-9468 for show times of January '80....the MARATHON BALLROOM!

An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...Now just where was it that CONNIE & TYRONE (Mai Tai), are but a few of the people we wouldn't allow to our editor who asked me to report on a thing that seems to us like all he knows how to play ______. Does seem that the old Red Star Saloon. The Padre of the church is none other than a former hockey star from O'Fallon Missouri in the November issue of the LION'S PUB / Sacramento Street, between Mason and Powell call 781-9468 for show times of January '80....the MARATHON BALLROOM!

An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...

...NOW and we reported that he's sending his son to the old Red Star Saloon. The Padre of the church is none other than a former hockey star from O'Fallon Missouri in the November issue of the LION'S PUB / Sacramento Street, between Mason and Powell call 781-9468 for show times of January '80....the MARATHON BALLROOM!

An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...a-**ax as • VgV Wa XIV Up

...A dreamland is about to have one of the finest ever at S.I.R. An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...SUSIE TRAPP, the head honcho is reporting that she's sending her son to the old Red Star Saloon. The Padre of the church is none other than a former hockey star from O'Fallon Missouri in the November issue of the LION'S PUB / Sacramento Street, between Mason and Powell call 781-9468 for show times of January '80....the MARATHON BALLROOM!

An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...500 nice people to come into my life, for sure!!!!!!

...do wish him the very best of everything. One of the finest people to come into my life, for sure!!!!!!

...R.I.P. Goodnight! Long live the Silver Rose....hmmmmmm!!

...SUSIE TRAPP, the head honcho is reporting that she's sending her son to the old Red Star Saloon. The Padre of the church is none other than a former hockey star from O'Fallon Missouri in the November issue of the LION'S PUB / Sacramento Street, between Mason and Powell call 781-9468 for show times of January '80....the MARATHON BALLROOM!

An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...a-**ax as • VgV Wa XIV Up

...A dreamland is about to have one of the finest ever at S.I.R. An event you must attend. Bon voyage CHUCK!

...SUSIE TRAPPE, the head honcho is reporting that she's sending her son to the old Red Star Saloon. The Padre of the church is none other than a former hockey star from O'Fallon Missouri in the November issue of the LION'S PUB / Sacramento Street, between Mason and Powell call 781-9468 for show times of January '80....the MARATHON BALLROOM!
WORLD PREMIERE!

"The movie is witty... It's also erotic... and should be seen by the 'respectable' New York critics. I liked 'Fire Island Fever' almost as much as 'Saturday Night Fever.'" - Arthur Bell, Jr. Voice

It happens in Key West, Provincetown & Palm Springs... but it's called

Fire Island Fever

it's a male condition

starring
MATT HARPER ( 'ballet down the highway' star)
GARY HUNT ('a night at the adonis' lead)
CHRIS MICHAELS (new discovery)
JOHN CARLO (dune buddies' favorite)
HUGH ALLEN and PEPE BRAZIL
s.toby ross discovery
LARRY PAIGE (and special guest stars)
FRANK SCHMITT, GEORGE SAADI and JOHNNY SAVOY

screenplay by MOOSE 100
edited by BOB ALVAREZ
produced and directed by JACK DEVEAU

X rated all male cast
Hand In Hand Films are available on Quality X Video Cassettes

the nob hill cinema
799 bush st. tel. 881-9498
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